Volunteering with Alzheimer’s Research UK

Event Volunteer - ARUK Explorer Photographer

Thank you for your interest in volunteering with Alzheimer’s Research UK.

Event Volunteers
Please see the general Event Volunteer role description for essential details about this role. In it we also share our promises to you and how your contribution can make our events a real success.

This opportunity
ARUK Explorer is a series of hikes taking place in the Peak District and Cambridgeshire. Two to three hundred walkers will take part during each event and we are looking for Event Volunteers to help facilitate this fantastic occasion by taking on the role of photographer to capture these great events!

Your images will be shared with our walkers for them to keep as a memento, and we’ll use them digitally and in print for promotional purposes. You’ll be passionate, friendly, able to work independently and with access to your own photography equipment. Ideally, you’ll also have use of your own car. The event is outdoors and ‘on-your-feet’ so appropriate clothing is required.

What will I be doing at this event?
- Taking a photo of each individual walker out on the route to capture the atmosphere
- Stationed either at the start or finish line or at key route areas to snap the special moments
- Moving around the hike route to record the event in action, providing great mementos

How much time will I have to commit?
You’ll be needed for a half or full day between 7am and 6pm on one or both of the following dates:
ARUK Explorer Cambridge (city centre and surrounding area) 3 May 2020 or
ARUK Explorer Peak (Bakewell and surrounding area) 26 September 2020.

What are the personal benefits?
Please see the general Event Volunteer role description for how we believe you’ll benefit from being involved. In addition to our usual benefits, at this event you’ll specifically benefit from:

- A great new volunteering experience alongside people from your local community.
- A fresh insight into the charity sector and how sporting events are managed.
- Receiving an Alzheimer’s Research branded T-shirt!
- Your food and drink provided on the day.

You will also be reimbursed for reasonable out-of-pocket expenses.

What’s the next step?
To apply, please visit: http://www.alzheimersresearchuk.org/volunteer/event-volunteer
If you have any general enquiries about this role please contact the Volunteering team by email volunteer@alzheimersresearchuk.org or telephone 0300 111 5 555. For further details visit our website: www.alzheimersresearchuk.org/volunteer